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17th - 31st May

10th - 22nd July

11th - 30th September

13th November - 2nd December

12th February - 3rd March

Peter’s current work focuses on the
interaction between people and
their immediate environment, with
the illusion of light and shadow
providing an opportunity for complex
and contrasting relationships to be
established.

Sew To Speak meet on Wednesday
at the Parkhouse Centre. Everyone is
welcome whatever their ability. They
do all aspects of hand needle craft,
embroidery, appliqué and textile art.
They are a friendly group with lots of
chat, hence the name.

Predominately an Equine Artist living &
working in North Cornwall. Emma’s work
has centred around equine and animal
subjects. Since making the move to the
coast, she has been exploring seascapes
through the medium of resin.

A selection of paintings from an
ongoing series depicting the voyages of
a ship called ‘The Sanity’.

Nik shares those moments of beauty
that he’s witnessed whilst exploring
this beautiful country of ours. Be they
natural or man-made.

Peter Clayton
‘What We Share’

Sew To Speak
‘Inspired by Song’

Emma Cooper
‘Spirit Horses & Seascapes’

Bill Stewart
‘Sanity Versus Black
Rainbow’

Also in The
Blanchminster
Room

4th December - 6th January
2nd - 21st October
1st - 17th June

Penelope O’Connor
‘Cornish Threads’

This exhibition is inspired by the
magic of Cornwall, the connections
between the beauty of the sea, sky and
landscape and the threads that link
people to the past, evoking powerful
emotions and memories to treasure.

24th July - 19th August

Bridget Winterbourne
‘This Outside Life’

Taking inspiration from Cornwall and
Somerset, Bridget is showcasing her
latest paintings, fine art prints, cards,
vases, books and much more. Sharing
her love of the great outdoors she is
also featuring her recent collection of
vibrant, colourful abstracts.

Also in The
Blanchminster
Room

19th June - 8th July

Anthony Jackson, Terry &
Daniel Jourdain
‘Artistic Horizons’

Living in and around Bude inspires
these three very talented family
members; Daniel, with his various
photography techniques, and Anthony
and Terry, who through their art, both
enjoy experimenting with different
mediums.

17th - 31st May

Andrew Yeoman
‘Experiment in Abstraction
Take 5’
Andrew is a self taught artist who
creates semi abstract/abstract fine art
with surreal and naive qualities.

1st - 17th June

Stephen & Rachel Perham
‘Footsteps On The Cobbles’
Stephen will be exhibiting a collection
of illustrations about his life as
Clovelly’s Harbour Master whilst
Rachel’s paintings are naive/folk
art depicting ‘Four Seasons On The
Cobbles’ and Clovelly and its residents
as seen through her artist’s eye.

19th June - 8th July

Laraine Golding
‘Aspire To Inspire’

Laraine has painted since childhood and
attained a City & Guilds in Landscape
Painting from Missenden Abbey, Bucks
and a Distinction in Landscape from the
London Art College.

Peter Stiles and
Petra Freeman
‘Borders’

Petra Freeman’s work often references
her North Cornwall childhood - spent
on the coast close to the Devon/
Cornwall border.
The starting point of many of the
paintings of Peter Stiles is the
landscape just across that border which
he has worked with now for over 40
years. For both artists, the people, the
ocean, the rocks and the wells provide
an inexhaustible source of imagery and
narrative.

For this unique exhibition, four artists
collaborate to reveal why an art work
is worth more than a glance and how,
when the viewer draws closer, it soon
becomes evident that there is more
than meets the eye.

Dave King
‘Nature Morte (etc.)’

This rather eclectic exhibition is a
response to a pandemic. It inevitably
tries to make sense of the visual
world as well as highlighting a form of
unapologetic escapism.

Also in The
Blanchminster
Room

Steve Pinches
‘Different With A
Modern Twist’

Steve returns to The Castle, from his
new studio in Bude, to bring new pieces
of his “out of the box art”.

12th February - 3rd March

Another eclectic mixture of recent
works from members of the town’s art
society.

This exhibition explores the richness
of colour created by light on water.
Every passing cloud brings change and
contrast and these paintings explore
this world of ever-changing sky and sea.

For many years as an artist/sculpture,
Angelique has always been seeking to
capture the life of what she is working
on. What key elements bring the piece
to life? She strives to create her work as
if it’s poised to pounce at any moment.

Deborah Mills
‘Facing Extinction’

An exhibition highlighting the plight
of endangered animals in response to
today’s threatened species. Deborah’s
compositions intensify the animal’s
vulnerability through the representation
of their portraits on simple backgrounds
and ‘facing extinction’.

11th - 30th September

Robert Crisp
‘Reflections On Venice’

A celebration of an artist’s lifetime
painting the most beautiful city in the
world. A collection of over 40 paintings
of its iconic views from the Grand Canal
to the quiet backwaters.

26th March - 13th April

The DarkArt Ladies project is a series
of photographs inspired by Nordic
fairy tales & the elaborate costumes of
textile artist, Laura Shone. These darkly
whimsical images explore the themes
of hope, light & individuality in both
outdoor and studio settings.

23rd October - 11th November

24th July - 19th August

Painting is everything to Rebecca.
The colours, coastline, countryside &
beauty of Cornwall allow her to create
artworks that symbolise the colours
that surround her in mesmerizing fish
swirls, waves, seagulls and weathered
trees. Changing colours from spring,
summer, autumn, winter, warm
sunshine, blue skies and storms.

Andy Robinson
‘The DarkArt Ladies &
Other Adventures’

23rd October - 11th November

Carolyn Wixon
‘Colours Of The Sea’

Rebecca Davey
‘Art should be something
that liberates your soul’

Budehaven School
‘Annual Exhibition’

10th - 22nd July

Bude Art Society
‘Annual Exhibition’

5th - 24th March

8th January - 10th February
Artwork by the students from
Budehaven Community School.

21st August - 9th September

Bryan Sentance, Liane
Tancock, Elaine Nash and
Chris Edwards
‘More Than Meets The Eye’

Nik Taylor
‘Wanderer and
Photographer’

31st July - 26th August

Angelique Medland
‘Capturing Life’

Stuart Ellis
‘Print, Pen & Paint’

5th - 24th March

11th September - 7th October

Original linocut prints capturing dayto-day domestic life and food related
events and activities. In this exhibition
Helen is sharing prints based on a trip
to the Fez Medina in Morocco alongside
images made closer to home at local
village produce shows and the like!

Having moved to Bude in 2017, Viv &
Dom began painting their beautiful
surroundings. They share a love of the
coast but interpret it in different ways,
Dom in oils and Viv using mixed media.

Stuart has always used art to
communicate meaning and enjoy the
relationship that is formed by the
viewer and the piece itself. This work
focuses on imagery that is represented
in a graphic, bold and engaging way.

13th November - 2nd December

Paul Seed
‘In Yet Another Light’

Having followed a successful career as
a director of TV dramas, winning two
BAFTAS and many other awards, Paul
now enjoys the purer creative world
of still photography. This will be Paul’s
third photography show at The Castle.

Helen Murgatrod

4th December - 6th January

Angie Seaway
‘Ever Changing Weather’

Angie works in a dynamic way, always
starting ‘en plein air’ out in the
environment, with all the inherent risks
this brings. Paint is poured over lines of
charcoal and ink with pigments, glazes
and textures added as she works.

26th March - 13th April

Marin Venning
‘Mostly Cornwall’

An exhibition of oils and watercolours
primarily referencing Bude, Cornwall
and the people who live there

Viv & Dom Richards
‘View Points’

